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Weekend L000king at the gay issue
March 22, 1974 in the Gass light p. 6
Maine
Campus -1-m
"Ten-hut!" This high stepping young Ld
wears combat boots and its no joke.
especially to the all-male squad of ROTC
cadets she led to first place in UMO drill
competition. You will turn to page seven on
the double and read how this young lady
makes male cadets do an about-face and
then some.
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•Administration autonomy en'
The second part of the University of
Maine's budget ma. JLr substantial cuts
on the floor of the House. but according to
several UMO student senators who
travelled to the State House yesterday, the
motives behind such action would come
from a displeasure of the actions of the
administration and a shortage of funds.
rather than as a reaction to the Wilde-Stein
controversy.
The second part of the budget. set now
at $3.5 million, includes funds for student
aid and library appropriations.
Student Senate Vice-President Ted
O'Meara said that some representatives
were "very upset" by the fact that the
University administration. notably Chan-
cellor Donald McNeil and the Board of
Trustees was not made more accountable
to the legislature for its actions, and that
displeasure coupled with a funds shortage.
was the probable reason for possible
budget cuts. He agreed. however. that the
emergence of the Wilde-Stein issue
brought that displeasure to head.
One proposal that failed in the
legislature was instituting a line budget
whereby items on the university budget
would be passed one by one, such as each
department. to give the legislature's
approval or disapproval more bearing on
the university's administration.
According to Sen. Jeanne Bailey. Rep.
Stanley E. Sproul IR-Augusta) told her.
"don't worry about the budget. we may
play with it a little, but there was nothing
to worry about.
Some legislators dashed the hopes of the
student senators present. however. notably
Rep. Walter Bin. whom O'Meara
described as a vigorous supporter of the
university in the past.
"Bin helped push through the pool
funds and helped with the constrution of
the Forestry building. but he said he had a
long talk with Chancellor McNeil and
planned to vote against the budget. and
that's a had sign.•• O'Meara declared.
Proposal for more co-ed
dorms ok'd by Neville
housing. Penobscot w ill house men on the
third and fourth floors; and Cumberland
Vk ill establish women's housing on the first
floor-% ext. second floor-east. third
floor-west. and fourth floor-east.
Men's housing will also be established in
first floor-south of Somerset. first
floor-east of Oxford. and fourth floor-south
of Stodder. Third floor Estabrooke will be
divided with women housed on the south
wing and men on the north wing.
A new parietal policy will be offered to
six dormitories under the residential life
proposal. Estabrooke. Aroostook. Stodder.
Hart. Cumberland. and Somerset Halls
vote in September to decide whether to
impose parietal limitation in their dorms.
First floor south section of Kennebec and
north section of Hannibal Hamlin Hall will
adopt a "no visitation" policy. All other
residence halls will vote in September with
the present parietals of 11 a.m. to 1 a.m. on
weckdass and 10 a.m. to 3 a.m. on
weekunds as the maximum.
wo other purposes of the new plan are
better distribution of ov ercrowded students
and a more efficient room sign-up ss stem.
• Because we are going to be
os ercrow dud next scar. we have to use all
the room .a c have effecti%cls • said Bari,
El list vi "II is definitels a more rigid
stem but at this point we need that.-
NtAt scars SiV11-Up \ stem %% ill put
t hos, si udent s sv h "squatter's right s • • at
t he top prtorit‘ list and transfer and
• TWELVE DORNI • see page 4
1111, 7•71* poi f Vic! e
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by Cliff Trmers
A four-point proposal to change
dormitory living has been approved by
President Neville and will go into effect
this fall. Barb Ellison. Assistant Director of
Residential Life, presented the accepted
proposal at a meeting of the Inter-Dorm
Board ilDBi Tuesday night.
Under the new plan. four dorms will be
con' cried to co-educational dorms.
Hancock Hall's lower level and second
floor %%ill house men; Dunn•s first and third
floors will be converted to women's
Barb Ellison
MCLLTV AL
10:4
checks
searches at Bangor concerts
i,L Piirtland office of the Maine Civil
Liberties Union (M(LU) announced
Thursday that an investigation has begun
into possible violations of federal civil
rights laws at concerts held in the Bangor
Auditorium.
MCLU Legal Serivices Coordinator
Robert S. Howe reported that several
persons have telephoned complaints that
claimed that the Bangor Police Department
has "indiscriminately conducted warrant-
less searches and seizures" of as many as
several thousand persons as they entered
concerts at the auditorium.
"From what we have been told. these-
searches have been going on a year or
more." said Howe. "How CWT. this is the
first time anyone complained to us."
He said many of persons searched "gave
little or no thought to it at the time" while
others were "shocked by the police
tactics.-
Howe would not indicate whether tne
MCLU anticipated continuation of the
searching activity at the J. Geils Band
Concert Sunday night. He also refused to
say whether members of MCLU will attend
the concert.
The MCLU investigation will continue as
the legal questions surrounding the search
and seizure techniques used by uniformed
offices are clarified. Howe said the MCLU
will look into complaints from anyone
reporting knowledge of such search and
seizure experiences.
The MCLU receives no funds from any
got ernmental source and relies on
contributions from members to finance its
work in the areas of litigation, public
education and legislative reform.
The Portland office may be reached by
telephone at 744-5444.
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Douglas Smith. (D-Dover-Foxcroft). also
a member of the Appropriations
Committee, substantiated the fears of a
dismal fate for the budget. saying he
expected some serious cuts to be made on
the floor of the House.
In addition to being upset about
university administration autonomy with
regard to funds. O'Meara said many
legislators cited a serious shortage of funds
as the reasons for a possible budge cut.
• 'Some of them see part 2 of the budget as
'padding'. Of course it isn't, but they
mentioned some federal funding that fell
through as part of the reason for tightening
up on funds." he said.
Even though displeased with the
university administration's seeming
immunity to legislative influence. a "tight
money situation" was cited as a major
cause for the budget reduction. The
Wilde-Stein issue did come up in
discussions with the legislators. however.
O'Meara said the volume of mail
concerning the gay issue received by
legislators front constituents was
precedented". and that many representa-
tives were under intense pressure to take a
stand against the W-SC. He added that a
debate on responsibility to the consti-
tuentey took place at the State House. just
as it did on the floor of the student senate.
Bailey said many representatives were
convinced the trustees made the wrong
decision by approving the gay conference
instead of letting the courts rule on the
issue. "They felt it was bad polities." she
said.
Rep. Louis Jalbert. (D-Lewiston). said he
objected only to having the gays organize
on the campus. He suggested they rent a
hall off campus and be disassociated with
the university.
Speaking out for the gay conference was
Rep. Fit-a J. Briggs. (R-Caribou). who said
that they, along with other Americans had
the right to free assembly and speech. and
that people opposed to them should refrain
from taking their displeasure out on
students.
Streaking as a sport at UMO may be
fading. hut if Wednesday and Thursday
nights are any indication, the sport is
not bringing Up the rear in popularity.
About forty streakers set out at the
Stodder complex Wednesday night.
including ‘ome who %% ere a bit shy at
first.
All law enforcement officials will he
gratified to know that streaking is now
being used as a fund raising technique
for charity Thursda • . three male
streakers romped throi gh the Stodder
halteateteria 'during e dinner weal.
Due to their efforts at t the pled s of
dorm residents. It be donated to
the Jimmy Fund.
Senate petitions support
fur optional senior finals
[he student scriate. ignoring President
Howard H. Neville tund drisu for
proposed sports and fine arts buildings.
launched its own drive Tuesday to shake
the foundations of a UMO tradition:
mandatory finals for graduating seniors.
In an attempt to gather student and
faculty support for the Senate's proposal
for optional finals for seniors. Senate
President Tim Keating issued petitions
supporting the proposal for students to
sign. Keating strtipsed that concrete proof
of student support in the form of several
thousand signatures. would give the senate
a better bargaining position with the
Councils of Colleges. Senators will also be
seeking out faculty signature% by
departments.
Council of Colleges Director Roy W. Shin
explained the resolution was on the agenda
for the next Council meeting, to be held
after vacation. The resolution, he noted.
was introduced unofficially at the last
meeting by Neville and, at the students'
request. was set aside for later
consideration.
In reference to the laughter at t he
resolution which Keating attributed to
Se% eral Lounciitot . Shin said. Ih Yr(' IT.
abs ays snide, at council loccri s."
Fmphasiiing he found no basis for the
accusation. Shin stated. -The council
never laughs at resolutions.
[he senate also continued debate on a
request by the Maine People for
Constitutional Government for S-50 to
bring Charks Morgan. chairperson of the
ACLU. to speak at UMO. At Keating's
urging. this resolution was withdrawn. in
light of a Distinguished Lecture Series*
committment to develop the most
stimulating impeachment program pos-
sible—either with one or several speakers
for the same sum. Morgan's participation
will depend on other alternatives under
vonsideration for the program.
In further discussions. Keating termed
the visit this week of several senators to the
state legislature in Augusta as a
"disturbing experience" saying there is an
"information gap" in the legislature's
view of UMO and its students.
Also, an announcement for an upcoming
"Walk for Cancer" was made. Congress-
man Bill Cohen will participate in the
drive, and senate support was encouraged.
-t
•
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SUNDAY, MAR. 24
AUTO SLALOM—UMO auto club.
steam plant parking lot. 12
registration, 1 p.m. start.
MOVIE—"American Queen-, 1:30 and
3:30 p.m., 100 Nutting Hall.
MUSIC—UMO Orchestra Concerto. 8:1:-
p.m.. Hauck Auditorium.
MONDAY, MAR. 25
PHOTOGRAPHY—Seminar in "Equip-
ment Demonstration.- 7 p.m. Bangor
Room, Memorial Union.
CANDIDATES—Meet George Mitchell.
7:30 p.m., Peabody Lounge. Memorial
Union.
MISCELLANEOUS
COUNCIL OF COLLEGES—faculty urged
to return retirement policy forms by Mar.
29.
The UMO Music department's annual
Concerto Program will feature the UMO
Orchestra and student soloists Sunda
night in Hauck Auditorium at 8:15.
The 43-member, all-student orchestra
will be joined by three music majors as
soloists: Lucille Hewitt (Horn). Barbara
Baker (Soprano). and Pat Eger (Piano.
What's on
FRIDAY, MAR.22
WILDE-STEIN CLUB—meeting. Cot
Lounge. Memorial Union. 7 p.m.
MOVIE—Charlie Chan in "Chinese
Ring" and "Dark Alibi." 100 Nutting Hall.
7 and 9:30 p.m.
RAM'S HORN—Doug Lewis. 9 and
10:15 p.m.
WRESTI.ING—intramurals between
fraternities. Alumni Gym.
SATURDAY, MAR.23
.WRESTLING—intramurals between
fraternities, Alumni Gym, all day.
MOVIE—"Shenadoah.'• 7 and 9:30
p.m.. 100 Nutting.
DANCE—for the end of the month, live
music. 8 p.m.. Memorial Union.
RAM'S HORN—Sam Slick Tree. 9 and
10:15 p.m.
LACROSSE CLUB—meeting. 9:30 p.m.,
Memorial Gym, please bring sticks and
balls.
Six division chairmen named
to fund drive positions
President Howard R. Neville, and
Frederick E. Hutchinson, and chairman of
the Official Family Phase of the
University's Second Century Fund Drive.
have announced the names of Division
Chairman serving the program,
The Chairmen of the Divisions are:
Charles E. Crossland. Trustees and
Friends Div. This division includes persons
identified jwith the university administra-
tion and foundations. Crossland has been
executive vice president and Acting
President of UMO on three occasions.
Otis J. Sproul. a professor of Civil
Engineering, will head the Advance Gifts
Div.. seeking support from campus
professional people.
The Faculty Division is chaired by
Richard C. Hill. a professor of Mechanical
Engineering and Director of the
Technology Honors Program. This group
will solicit contributions from faculty on
both the Orono and Bangor campuses.
Thc Administrative Div.. charged with
contacting administrative personnel on
both campuses. is headed by Edward
Hackett. Director of UMO's Continuing
Education Division and the Summer
Session.
Ann L. Delaware and Frank W. St. Louis
chair the Classified Employes Div.
Approximately 1.350 classified employes
on both campuses will be canvassed bv this
division. Ms. Delaware is a secretary in the
1 
College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
and St. Louis is a Head Janitor.
The Students Div. is organized under
Terry Ann Don'. Michael D. Baker. Walter
E. Whitcomb. and Janis Coates. Student
activity is being coordinated by Dom a
senior in Business Administration. Baker.
also a senior in Business Administration, is
chairman for on-campus student activities.
and Whitcomb. a senior in Animal and
Veterinary Sciences, heads the fraternity
section. Jan Coates is in charge of
soliciting contributions from off-campus
student. photo).1
CAMPUS CLASSIFIED
WANTED: Musicians
who wish to play in an
outdoor concert Saturday.
April 20. Must provide
own amplification. Con-
tact Curt Mitchell or
Clifford Sawyer. Bangor
Student Union 947-6197.
WANTED — Furnished
house or apartment which
a 60 year old Arizona
couple could rent or sublet
for July and August. Call
945-9509
FOR SALE: 1971 Volvo
164 Low Mileage.. Excel-
lent Shape... Best Offer...
Call 827-5796
Interested in no-frills low
cost jet travel to Europe.
the Middle East. the Far
East. Africa?
EDUCATIONAL
FLIGHTS can help you
find the least expensive
way to get there. Phone us
toll-free at 18001 223-5569.
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..'*-COMPLETE LiNE OF
FRATERNITY ANDMSORORITY CHARMS
n min r a wigs
ro- -
V Jewelers
V
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OVERSEAS JOBS —
Australia. Europe. S
America. Africa. Students
of all professions and
occupations $700 to $3000
monthly. Expenses paid.
overtime. sightseeing.
Free information.
TRANSWORLD
RESEARCH CO. DEPT J3
P 0. Box 603. Corte
Madera, CA. 94925
EUROPE ISRAEL -
AFRICA
Travel discounts year
round Intl Student travel
Center 739 Boylston St.
Suite 113 Boston Tel
617, 267-1122.
Want to buy used baby'
carriage in good condi-
tion. Call 866-4767
Want to sell three-wheel
bicycle New last summer 1
Asking S100.00 Call 1
866-4830
1.;•••
HY-WAY
SERVICE
GARAGE
Rt. 2. Milford
Tel, 827-5568
New & Used parts
•Complete Repair Service
;
Cars bought & sold
aro
0
•
• 
• Or .
UMO MAGAINE FOR LITERARY EXPRESSION
mash
roots wants you'and your expressiveness
In
Poetry, Prose,
Drama, or Art...
Deadline April 1st
S.A.S.E. 106 B Lord Hall
BING'S ( • •Uptioisterieg
Company Have a
Happy Day
85 Center St Old Town
Tel 827-7500
Complete Furniture
Repairing and Upholstering
FREE Pick-up, Delivery
.rOODS
Center St. Brewer 989-5209
Center St. Old Town/3'1/-557
FRESH FISH Live Lobsters
Scallops a\
Oyster'.
Clams 4
and More
Ozo,
ra
•••• •
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mm•
LABREE•S BAKERY
Specializing in
decorated cakes and
altother bakery products
We deliver to dorms
Tel. 827-2429
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Gay leader explains problems facing homosexuals
Murry Manford. President of the Gay
Activist Alliance. was on campus this week
speaking on homosemiality he/re various
groups. His opinions are presented in the
.tidlowing interview conducted by a
Campus reporter.
"We are proud! We have our rights'.
Morty Manford. President of the Gay
Activists Alliance, emphasized these
points as he spoke to The Maine Campus.
Manford has been on campus this week
explaining the gay experience to those who
will listen.
"There is an enormous ignorance. I'm
here trying to help the Wilde-Stein Club
(WS-CI break down the enormous walls
erected against the homosexual. The
WS-C is trying to create an environment
that will be comfortable with homo-
sexuality."
Manford has been speaking ssith clubs.
gay group; in the area. Residential Life
Third FAI Expo puts
heavy emphasis on
shared experiences
Hoping to encourage wider involvement
and communication between the university
and Maine's people. the College of
Education has adopted a theme of
"Bringing People Together" for its third
annual Ed Expo.
The Expo. to be held next Tuesday. and
Wednesday in Shibles Hall and the
Memorial Union. will consist of about 50
separate events dealing with a wide range
of topics related to teaching and education,
Education Prof. John Lindlof. Expo
Coordinator, said that he along w ith the
program's faculty and student planners
were "pleased with the breadth of
programs" that will be offered. In keeping
with its theme of university and community
unity, Linlof said about half of the
exposition's seminars, exhibits, and
lectures. will dwell on "parochial
educational concerns, and half on human
concerns in general."
The main purpose of this year's
exposition is sharing, says Kathy Roberts a
senior in the College of Education, and one
of the students involved in Ed Expo. "It's
mostly giving people a chance to share
what is exciting to them." she said.
According to Lindlof, the program is
being put together with virtually no
budget, but with heavy reliance on
voluntary time and effort on the part of the
College of Education's faculty and
students. As a result, no major speakers
will be present as has been the case at the
past two Expos.
In order to attract more people than the
one thousand that attended last year's
exposition. the Expo's planners are relying
on the three television public service
announcements and the distribution of
program copies through various organiza-
tions in communities around the state. In
an attempt to encourage student
participation. most education classes will
be cancelled during the two-day
exposition.
The Ed Expo is patterned after a
program at UMass which has been
presented for the last five years, Lindlof
explained. The Massachusetts program,
lasts about one week, rather than two days,
however
Much of the planning for the Expo takes
place in Lindlof s five week modular course
titled "Planning a Human Curriculum."
by Mike Groom
Marty Man' ,rd
personnel on campus. and classes on both
the Bangor and Orono campuses
explaining the gay feeling to people who
may not have been exposed to it before.
He was appalled at the "slanderous
remarks" appearing in letter columns of
local papers and on the electronic media.
He described as "irresponsible journa-
lism" the one sided approach presented by
some members of the press. He pointed to
stories :bout gays, or editorials written
about gays which adopted only an
antagonistic viewpoint.
The controversy that is just reaching
Twelve dorms
• continued from page 2
readmitted st udent s st the bottom.
Students that wish to be relocated due to
life-style changes in their residence halls
will have second priority.
As in the past, the lower classmen will
have the option to change dorms before the
upper classmen. If overcrowding exceeds
the undetermined point, the low priority
students will be moved to the Bangor
campus.
"This year we tried the overcrowded
situation because we thought that the
students would rather be crowded than on
the Bangor campus,•• said Ross Moriarty.
Director of Residential Life. "But due to
popular demand, we have decided to send
the excess of students to Bangor. We will
be determining a cut-off point which ssill
probably leave 250 to 300 students
commuting back and forth to the Bangor
campus."
Room sign-up will take place in each
Maine is not new, says Manford. "The first
Gay college organization was started at
Columbia University in 1967. There are
groups all over the country. in
conservative, liberal, radical, rich and poor
areas. I am awaie of gay groups in Hancock
County. Bangor. Portland. and Orono. All
of Maine's gays are not at UM0.••
The gay activist leader described the
WS-C's effort at UMO as a "positive
example for gays around the state. The
club is setting an emotional example to
others in Maine who have remained in
hiding for fear of losing their friends, jobs,
and community respect." he added.
Manford said homosexuals in America
are descriminated against by a society
'which is sexually sick.' "Heterosexual
involvement has always been tolerated
because it had some future event to look to:
either the procreation of a future world
leader or a great sports figure." He termed
this as rationalizing sexuality for pleasure.
"We have the right to enjoy ourselves."
was Manford's answer to this standard
moralistic approach to human relations.
A man and woman enjoy each other's
company in bed with the blessings of the
country while two persons of the same sex
are being deviant because there is no
future event to look toward, he added.
"Homosexuality is a relationship between
two people who love each other now, not
because of some future occurance. but
rather because of their feeling for .each
other." The gay liberationist emphasized
Americans must be educated to adopt a
more humanistic approach tow ards each
other: sexuality is for the expression of love
for a person no matter what the person's
sex—niale or female.
America's reaction to the gay movement
comes from fear for the destruction of the
male power structure, he continued.
"Homosexuality presents an alternate life
style to people who have always been
taught another. A male who questions his
masculinity in this society is a sick man.
That feeling must be changed.••
When asked about society's apparent
toleration of female homosexulaity.
Manford said "They llesbians) are not as
much of a threat to the male power
establishment. A woman who is not
displaying her required role in society is
just ignored. An effeminate man is sick.
That kind of thinking is sexist as well as
absurd."
The controversy that surrounds homo-
sexuality can be explained in two parts,
said the gay activist leader. "There is a
fear of changing a person's sexuality—
conversion, and there is' homophobia. the
irrational reaction to and fear of
perhomosexuals.on. s   
sexuality
  T h 
can 
ni s 
nobe 
chparno:L that eii ah er
by a doctor or by someone else.
Homophobia is rampant in this country.
When a person is confronted by someone
of the opposite sex for intimate relations
no 
someone 
iosf uthpesesta; 
me 
sseaxcacpepprtaobacleh.esWveun.
if it's not for you, why can't you say 'no
thank you•?"
affected by proposal
comple v rather than hay ing a campus-w ide
rush at the Housing Office, as was the case
last year.
"This will make the chances of staving in
the complex alot better than they ever
were." Ellison stated.
The proposal was presented to the
student body and most of the students
living in dorms that will be affected have
reacted fasorably.
"Most of the students in Cumberland
are very much in favor of the change." said
Cumberland Hall President Chris Manson.
"I think a more equal ratio of men and
women in Stewart Complex will make a
more unified atmosphere between the
dorms. This proposal has something to
offer everyone—co-ed dorms, single
dorms. unlimited parietals. and even no
parietals." he added.
Terri Gordon of Hancock Hall also
applauded the change. "I think it's a really
great proposal. I think it will cut down on
damages in Is Commons and make for
a better situation. The social life will
probably improve too, •• she said.
Beth Randall. president of Penobscot
Hall, said that most girls she had
talked to were in favor of thi\ transition
also. "The original proposal would have
converted Penobscot to an all-male dorm,"
Beth said. -I guess the girls would rather
see it go co-ed. A lot of the girls that are in
danger of losing their space in Penobscot
figure that they'll somehow find a way to
stav in the dorm."
According to Barb Ellison, the housing
changes will make 50 or b0 more spaces
available to men next year than exist this
ear.
"I ye he-en reall frustrated with my job
U p to this point.- said Ellison. "We've
finally made a major breakthrough in a
very rigid system, but I do think this is
going to mean a difficult transition in the
fall."
Campus marches on under new leader
The editorship of the Maine Campus
officially changed hands yesterday when
the Student Publications Board named
Deborah A. Winsor. a senior from
Johnston. Rhode Island, to succeed editor
Phil Mace, whose term expired last Friday.
The board met for three hours
interviewing six applicants for the position.
The selection of editor was postponed from
last week, when the board decided to
re-advertise after adopting a motion to
shorten the term to one semester.
Winsor, a journalism major was has
served as news editor of The Campus since
September. was appointed acting editor a
week ago.
Winsor said she doubted that the role of
The Campus would change under her
Mr. BiG of Orono a
Beef 'n Brew
Opposite UMO Park St Fio,.inre
PRESENTS
Friday & Saturday night
UMO'S OWN
SHADOWFA X
88 n n ‘‘N.‘%a‘
direction. Asked about the charges made in
recent weeks that The Campus has not
been representative of student interests.
Winsor said she disagreed.
I think The Campus has been
representing student interests in its news
columns in the past. trying to keep
students informed about administrative
addairs and attempting to protect their
rights." she said.
When reminded of the controversy that
former editor Mace often found himself
embroiled in Winsor commented. "I hope I
draw the same amount of criticism that Phil
did. That's the sign of a good editor."
As far as editorials are concerned, we
realize that many staadents, administrators
and faculty sometimes disagree with us.••
VITEMEWILIE
$1.00
fAINIT
WASH
T./ r rat' aj
461 Maine St
BANGOR
Winsor continued. "but the editorial page
belongs to the staff, and ye reserve the
right to call the shots as we see them."
Commenting on the adversary relation-
ship The Campus has been said to hold
with various departments such as the
police, the student senate, and the
administration, Winsor explained that
"we've printed that we've believed in 90
per cent of the time we've opposed
postions and actions taken by these
organizatons. but I don't aim for an
antagonistic relationship."
"It is my responsibility to criticize when
I believe they are not meeting thier
responsibilities to the university commun-
ity which is often the case," Winsor
added.
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MaineCampus Editorials
Good-bye Philly, Hello
Time marches on. Phil Mace is gone and in
what used to be his office sits a new editor, full
of all that • 'new beginning" optimism that has
as much chance of fulfillment as President
Nixon's "Operation Candor" and all the goals
listed in the convocation address.
It's time for the new editor to prove herself.
to wallow in all the glory, to answer all the calls
from interviewees who swear they were
misquoted or what they said was off the record.
to lean back in that leather swivel chair, the
very pinnacle of responsibility, and listen to
people from all walks of life rant and rave, and
hear their unsolicited advice with a faint smile
and upturned eyes.
But that's not all. There are more requards to
come, such as breaking out in a cold sweat
when there is only 17 column inches of news to
print and the paper is due to go to press in less
than 24 hours, the joys of wrestling with layout
ideas that always seem to leave a 4-inch gap in
the middle of page 2, and discovering, when
the paper is finally ready to go to press, that
you've missed your eight o'clock class.
Be patient, new editor, you'll draw attention.
and your time will come to graciously accept.
with the entire university community look on, a
petition bearing 107 signatures calling for your
immediate resignation. and you. too will
Commentary
receive poison-pen letters at your home, calling
you a phony and an all-around drooling radical.
Be patient. your time will come.
Until that time arrives, new editor, you'll
have to be content working up to that level step
by step. first by leading promotion seekers into
your majestic brick-walled cubicle of an office,
clasping their sweaty palms and telling them
politely that the paper does not hand out free
publicity. As time passes you'll learn to look
them straight in the eye, defying the wrath that
is sure to come and say in terrifying laconic
fashion, "Buy an ad." When you can do that,
you know you have arrived.
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And years from now, when you're
established in the outside world, you can
stretch out on your second hand sofa in your
pre-fab apartment. look back on your term as
editor and think with a bitter-sweet smile
working its way across your face, "Why the hell
did I bother?"
Until that time arrives, you'll just have to be
content with eating a crumpled tuna fish
sandwich for lunch that's spent the better part
of the day in your coat pocket,bumming :igarets
after you've exhausted your three-pack-a-day
limit, and drinking thermos coffee out of a
plastic cup.
But don't let these benefits deter you from
the responsible completion of the tasks that lie
ahead of you. Don't feel too aloof because you
come in on Sunday nights to work, and your
staff is damned to watching "Apple's Way"
and "Nlannix• • . Try to treat them as equals, for
it is they who dream of someday climbing the
mountain you have climbed. It is they who
dream of being master of all that stretches out
before them, the cluttered desks, the littered
floor, and the bluebooks circled with a big red
49.
This is not said by one who has been there,
but one who has seen them come and go.
Fatheads won't have Mace to kick
"A man is right in proportion to thc
number of fatheads in oppositon." So said
Lafcadio Sforz to the delegates attending
the National Academy of Plunger Design
Convention on the UMO campus last week.
Sforz is a former brain surgeon and is
now Professor of Decals at the Baldwin
Locomotive Company. He is the author off
Made S20 Million Winding Armatures and
Build Your Own Manure Spreader For
56. 50.
We can learn from Lafcadio. Or at least
Phil Mace can. Or he should. And if he
cannot learn, he can at least look back on
his tareer as editor of .Thc Maine Campus
and know that he must base been
ssful because there sure as hell were
a lot of fatheads opposed to him.
There isn't much sense to naming therm
all. There is not enough space in this
column to list the 107 names signing the
famous letter. And the column would not
want to embarrass certain faculty members
teaching courses unrelated to the
newspaper field who consider themselves
experts on what a newspaper should be. To
try to list all the administrators, assistant
administrators, assistants to the assistants
and so on who denounce, with reckless
abandon, the positions taken by The
Campus would be a hopeless task. (They
do the denouncing behind the safety of
their office door saying it is "off the
reeord-.) Finally, to single out certain
political. religious, student government.
fraternity, athletic, and university leaders
who believe that freedom means "freedom
for their position" and who think that Mace
is a "crazy- or a "pinko" for advancing
such causes as student rights or welfare
would be to give publicity where none is
justified. All these people glory in their
ignorance and when they read this they will
be too damn dumb to know they represent
the "fatheads.- Besides, there is no need
to name them for Sforz and Mace because
they already know them.
Because Phil Mace knew them, and
recognized their ignorance. his ability to be
a very fine editor of the Campus was
W
Art Guesman
enhanced. He knew those who attempted
to restrict student rights: he knew from
experience the leaders who considered the
university as their domain: he was well
aware of those who carved, or were
carving, an empire for themselves and
were doing so over the bodies of powerless
students. faculty. or staff. He was very
conscious that some students were, and
A' , Mil 11,2eicitt) tstOre
are, getting less than the eUtteation they
deserve because mones and effort was
being poured into "glamour- areas and
God help the rest.
He also knew pain: pain caused by an
awareness that many students ne‘er
realised that he was on their side. He did
not expect everyone to agree with him. But
he did hope that most would recognize that
this thing called "freedom of the press"
required. ses required, that he speak ont-
against what he found wrong. unfair, or
unttortli of the unitersity. He wasn't
pained h the "fatheads " He knew that he
tried to fight them and he knows that man%
appreciated his effort. He can take that
satista,:tion ss th him now that he is the
retired editor ot the Campus.
So what is left now that Mace has
retired. Well. the Campus remains and
eteryone should hope that the new editor
will fight like hell. as Phil Mace did, to beat
back the "fatheads.- And the Campus can
do no better as a "thank-you" to Phil than
It) continue to inform, educate, and criticize
in the manner he demonstrated throughout
this past year.
The "fatheads- remain also. One must
assume that thes will nes er be gone. But
maybe that is a good thing—how else
would one measure success? Old Sforz
knew what the score was, and so did Mace.
-Fatheads- never did and probably never
will. But they will keep opposing. and
fighting. and providing Sforz. Mace. and
others a yardstick against which they can
measure their level of success.
By the Sforz method of measure. Mace
was a good editor. If you don't agree. well,
you know what you are.
Letters to the editor
WS-C has rights, too
To the editor:
The people of Maine have
demonstrated to an overwhelm-
ing degree their close-minded-
ness and inability to cope with
this ever changing world in
which we live.
Throughout the past weeks.
thousands of citizens have
condemned the Wilde-Stein
Club at the UMO campus
because of its so-called "deca-
dent immoral character" and
the projected injurious influence
of this club upon the "citizens'
children at UMO." Furthermore
the University Trustees have
also been condemned for
allowing such an association to
exist on the Orono campus and
permitting a con% ention to be
held in April.
The Wilde-Stein Club has
eyery right to exist at this
campus or any campus through-
out the United States. Who are
we to say that a particular
person or a certain faction is not
allowed to enjoy the freedom
and the right of assembly? 1-rue.
we have every right to state our
opinions. but we have no right
to deny and destruct iy cly
criticize anothers life style.
Even the First Amendment of
the United States Constitution
asserts that there will be no
abridging of the right of the
people to peaceably assemble.
Is this what we call a disgrace
to our college? Let us make use
of common sense. People are
people. Basically we have all
been created equally. We are all
human beings! Can't we even
learn to live with one another for
the sake of understanding
different ideals and philoso-
phies? If we consider people
"sick." let's not push them
aside or try them as outcasts -
Let us rather deal with the
problem logically and rationally.
Stuart J. Chason
Enjoys
exorcise
To the editor:
I have enjoyed your commen-
taries in the past issues, but the
recent "Ye Who Exorcise" has
to be one of the best articles of
satirrical journalism I have read
in a long time. My thanks go to
Bill Ferguson on his insight into
the trials and tribulations of
Pastor Gass and Co.
A reader
Grad students need no help
To the editor:
As a graduate student. I am
pleased to see some efforts
Hall, and, as a grad student I
should be able to take care of
myself. Well. I managed to take
More Letters to the editor on page 7
being made towards the
creation of a graduate center on
this campus. The majority of
my friends at Maine are
undergrads because it is sery
difficult for grad students to get
to know each other outside of
the classroom.
Howecer. I do think that it is
much more important, as far as
the housing situation is con-
cerned. to provide more
adequate housing for under-
grads. It is disgusting to see
Freshmen come to UMO and
hike to Ike %% ith two other
p,..ople in a %try tiny room. while
grad students. w ho hay e been
through four years of college or
more, get to live in the %cry
comfortable Estabrooke Hall.
like some sort of petty nobility .
When I arriyed at UMO. I was
told by. the Housing Office cry
rudely. I might add) that there
was no more room in Estahrooke
care of myself and find a place
to live. And I don't regret it at
all.
In my opinion, the majority. of
tit grad students at UMO arc
not aware of how uncomfortable
life is for the many undergrads
ho are literallY crammed into
the dorms on this campus.
Personally . I have no sympathy
VI it h students in their late
tw unties ss ho insist on living in a
dorm. Granted, a graduate
dorm is necessary. and certainly.
a graduate center is needed to
coordinate graduate studies and
life at l'S10. However. grad
students. who have already
been through college, should
stop ignoring the problems of
undergrads, or worse yet.
treating them like some lesser
form of intellectual life, and
start realizing that their
situation on this campus if far
worse than ours.
Bill Castor()
Estabrooke has no rooms
To the editot
I was pleased with your article
concerning the enthusiasm
shown by graduate staff and
students regarding their desire
to retain and strengthen future
use of Estabnxike Hall as a
graduate living-learning center.
How ey er, I hasten to correct
the figures used concerning
present occupancy. Estabrooke
normally houses 172 students
and has two guest rooms and
two director's suites. Your
article suggested that there
were some 40 vacancies at
present. This would give the
wrong impression that the
building is not popular which is
most misleading. We have full
occupancy, with an overflow
into a guest room and a suite.
We still hay e a waiting list and
have had one all year!
Estabrooke Hall is presently and
should continue to be a very
special asset to those graduate
student S attending the Univer-
sity of Maine at Orono.
Anne Hathaway.
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The other side of
The Bible Battle...
from Rev. Robert Gass
What a paradox! After likening fundamental
preachers to such things as "two-bit Latin
American dictators". "Theological perverts—.
religious witch hunters who merchandise the
Gospel for profit and preach and "upside-down
gospel" of fear and hatred and finally suggesting
that we missed our true calling since we should be
planting corn instead of preaching Christ, the
Rev. Walter Thompson goes on to say that what
we all need is more love and less of a spirit of
judgement. Really, Mr. Thompson! (0,
consistency, thou art a jewel).
When we have to sacrifice scriptural principle
to gain popularity with any individual or group,
whether they are gay or straight. then we are
spiritually bankrupt. If, however. Mr. Thompson
doesn't consider the Bible to be the inspired word
of God or Divine immutable principle, then this
point is lost. If on the other hand, he does, how
can he reconcile his thinking with that of the
Apostle Paul who stated that neither thieves.
cheaters, drunkards, slanderers, robbers or
homosexuals will have any share in the Kingdom
of God II Cor. 6:9.10 Living Bible). Again in
Romans Chapter 1 and verses 26-28:"That is why
God let go of them and let them do all these evil
things, so that even their women turned against
God's natural plan for them and indulged in sex
sin with each other. And the men, instead of
hiking a normal sex relationship with women,
burned with lust for each other, men doing
shameful things with other men and, as a result,
getting paid within their own souls with the
penalty they so richly deserved. So it was that
when they gave God up and would not even
acknowledge him, God gave them up to doing
every thing their evil minds could think of."
These words were not penned or authored by
Rev. Bubar. Frankland or Gass but are taken
directly from the cannon of Holy Scripture. I am
neither a competitor with nor a spokesman for
Rev. Frankland or Bubar so I'll simply speak for
myself.
Homosexuality is as much a sin as alcoholism or
idol worshipping and when we call it a sin we are
not judging anyone. We are merely stating what
the Bible has already said. So before you endeavor
to change our thinking, you must first change the
word of God. The Bible to us is the Supreme Court
of Authority in matters of faith and conduct.
Homosexuality is neither the unpardonable sin nor
the incurable sickness. Any homosexual is
welcome in our church (and many have attended)
since God can forgive all sin and heal all sickness.
Here's where the militant Wilde-Steiners have
to grasp the nettle. Is their way of life a sin or are
they sick? To a man they'll answer. "No." So Mr.
Thompson and Rev. Stevens. etc. suggest that
since the patient doesn't want to admit he's sick,
we should have the doctor change his diagnosis
and prescription. Why? Is it easier to live with a
lie than with the truth? Living a lie to salve a
guilty conscious is a dubious privilege which God
Will strip from all men in final judgment.
So what sould the church's attitude toward the
homosexual be?
I I) While we must never seek to justify' their
sin, we should love them for Christ's sake and
offer them a way out through obedience to the
Gospel. The homosexuals I hike known or
counselled were the lonliest people in all the
world. They were always seeking for a perfect love
which kept eluding them. If what we have really
works. I say let's offer it to them.
(2) Let's refrain from verbal abuse and
uncharitable attitudes (such as those demon-
strated by Rev. Thompson). It is absolutely
un-Christian to call these people names and to
heap scorn and ridicule on young petaple ,who are
fighting the lonliest battle known to mankind. It is
tragic to see parents disown sons and daughters
who have become homosexuals. Their lose and
help is needed more than ever at this time but few
modern parents have the capacity to stick with
them. The attitude of the religious world has been
unmerciful, too. Too quickly the church has
written off these people as queers and hopeless
addicts who deserve only the wrath of God. So
often a homosexual boy or girl is like a lamb who
has somehow gone astray and is deeply hurt.
lonely, desperate and in need of help—our help.
How ironic to call it "gay liberation". It may be
gay but it's certainly not liberation. It is one of the
most cruel forms of moral and spiritual bondage
known to man.
(3) The same Apostle who condemned
homosexuality spoke of God's love and mercy
toward the homosexual. "some of you were
homosexuals, now you are set free and justified."
(I Cor. 6:11) The mercy of God is extended to any
homosexual.
The word of God invites all sinners to repent
and be free. With God nothing is impossible.
Whatever we ask the Father in Christ's name, He
will do it and that includes healing the
homosexual. The only homosexuals I have known
who have been completely cured are those who in
desperation have cried to God for deliverance and
who live one day at a time with new faith and
hope. They have forsaken the bars, the old friends
and maintained a daily Bible study and consistent
time of prayer and devotion. Most of all they were
cured because God delivered them from the fear
of homosexuality. They may still have moments of
sudden temptation but God gives strength and
victory.
The answer to the problem of homosexuality in
this area is not financial reprisal by an angered
citizenry who feel that a liberal university
administration have failed to even take into
consideration the wishes of the majority of Maine
people. The withholding of funds will only cause
thousands of innocent and deserving students to
be deprived of better education because of the
sins of a small but vocal minority. The answer is
certainly not to be found in the upcoming
convention which seeks to give the homosexual a
new sense of courage and self-acceptance.
thereby enabling him to stand up and be counted
in the cause of gay liberation. The answer is not
holding a dance "for gays only" in the Unitarian
Church Parish House thereby enabling
homosexuals to meet one another and develop
life-long relationships which will bind them
together in a web of unnatural lust and desire.
From where I stand the answer is to be found in
a personal encounter with Jesus Christ which will
so transform the life as to leave it totally different.
Here is how I believe homosexuality can be cured:
(A) Quit blaming someone else for your
problems. Give up your bad feelings toward your
Mother or Father or quit blaming your childhood
experiences. Forget what has happened in the
past; it has nothing to do with your cure. If you
cannot forgive and forget. then you can never be
cured.
(3) Quit doing so much talking and making
excuses and start listening. Those involved in
homosexuality get so involved in talking about
their problem. they don't listen to those who want
to help. Hear these words loud and clear. You
can be cured. You aim change. God has a cure for
you. Start talking faith instead of doubt. Get some
confidence to replace your despair.
IC/ When You get lonely and depressed. don't
drink. Not all alcoholics arc homosexuals but
nearly all homosexuals become alcoholics They
feel trapped so they drink to forget: contacts are
made at gay bars. Once you start drinking, you're
nailing your coffin of doom shut
(Di Reject your sin and ask God for a miracle.
Admit your homosexuality is not of God and
forsake the idea that it can ever be right. So-called
homosexual Christians can never be acceptable in
the eyes of God if they live in their sin. You need a
miracle that changes you from unnatural desires
to natural ones. God's power can make you
natural, clean and straight and you must accept
nothing short of this.
(F) Forsake your old friends and lean hard on
Jesus. In no way can you further associate with
other homosexuals or those who would take you
back to old experiences with old friends. Bring
your thoughts into obedience to Jesus Christ.
Spend as much time as you can memorizing the
word of God and each time the devil tries to tempt
you, defend yourself by using the Scriptures.
Live one day at a time; don't worry about
tomorrow. The God who kept you today can keep
you tomorrow also. The most important thing is to
remember that every effort of resistance is seen in
heaven and God will not let you fight your battle
alone. God has cured many homosexuals; He can
do the same for you. Desperation is the key word.
Quit crying in self pity and begin to cry out in
faith. They you can say with David. the Psalmist.
"This poor man cried, and the Lord heard him.
and delivered him out of all his troubles.•• (Psalm
34:6)
-a
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Explaining the anti-pageant petition
lo the editor:
ould respectfully like to
respond to Ms. Jane K. Bailey
and her remarks on the petition
being circulated concerning the
Miss U.M.O. Pageant.
1 am sure that all of the
women who attended the first
organizational meeting will
agree that the most Important
result of that meeting was not
the formulation of the petition.
In my opinion the Campus mei-
emphasized this activits. The
important fact was that eight
act's e. interested %%omen came
together to discuss long range
goals and supportise action. The
important results were the dis
cussion of the posibilit% of a
Woman's Yellow Pages. legal
aid and counseling sers ices, the
establishment of consciousness
raising groups. academic course
planning and the discussion of
the possibility of an on campus
Noman., center.
We arc not in an% w a%
attempting to halt the Miss
[MO. Pageant. We full%
recognize your right to par-
ticipate in such actisities but
also feel that those opposed
has e the right to express their
opinion. I spoke at length to the
fraternits organizer in order to
be informed of the criteria and
standards. We felt that this was
resonable as we did not V1 ant to
seek out indisidual candidates
and be accused of "harassing**
them.
The consistent pessimist
To the editor:
I'd like to know just here Bill
Gordon gets off claiming to be a
great film re% iew er. Es ervtime
he "reviews" in The Campus.
Go see Eric
To the editor:
In last week's mid-week
edition of the Campus m%
position with regard to the fund
raising drise %%a% inaccuratel%
and incompletely given. For
anyone who would like a
correction they may contact me.
Eric A. Duplisea
s the entire film apart. Is
there any film that our "critic"
cnjo% s? Use nes er heard of
ansone ho is so consistentl%
pessimistic.
As for the IDB mo% ies he so
gcnik downgrade s, perhaps it
would be to his ads antagc to
learn that there ate some people
this %ampus ss ho act uall%
enio% them. We are 110I all
perfectionists: those of us who
go to these mos les 1'inane'
though the% ma% he do so to go
our minds completels off our
studies. We call it a "study
break". Wh% doesn't he tr% one
sometime? Life is not as black as
he paints it.
For shame. Billy-baby. can't
sou let us hase our fun? Must
ss c all be like you. God forbid?
Stephanie .1. Lufkin
Club calls for members
To the editor:
I am ivgmaster-Purser Se-
cretar% •Treasureri of a Specula-
tise Fiction club that calls itself
Terran Local 01
We have laid plans to print a
SF Fanzine that we have titled
Genesi% it Ce•%sattrut.1Vc would
also like to start a SF librar%. for
the use of members and friends.
Ansone ss ho would like to
'gab OS AO AO Alb AO
ele ibe le/ eve air
submit stories or articles.
Ts pew rittcn if possible. for the
Fanzine, submit books the%
want to get rid of. or is era's
enough to want to join the club,
please get in contact with me.
Carl F. Pease. 412 Hannibal
Hamlin Hall. Campus or Foner
Curtis. 103 Dunn. Campus.
Carl E. Pease
eeeeeest
SPECIAL ELECTIONS
WED. MARCH 27, 1974
Nominate the faculty member
you want to receive the
prestigious DISTINGUISHED
MAINE FACULTY AWARD
vote at any of the commons at
mealtime and at the Memorial
Union between 9am and 4pm
AO 00 AO AO AO Mib .40
Or, 1 sr, Ow Or
Ali Alb AO Alb Allt Ir• Alb
.111110 gibe Ole 411., 011.,
We realize that the Miss
[MO pageant was organized as
tastefull% as possible. i.e. the
bathing suit competition is
tieing held in pulsate. The CM()
Pageant has adhered only- to the
minimum standards necessar%
to remain part of the Miss
America 11CM ork. For this much
I suppose we should be eternal's
grateful.
I he tact remains that trot::
little Miss 1' MO's might% Miss
Americas grow . The compett
tion tor these pageants en-
courage both men and women to
look at the female as an object
with a certain "grace of form
and figure," se ho can also sing
and dance. The question is:
Wh% should women he en-
couraged to use their bodies as
objects in the pursuit of
educational scholarship? Sonic
women do not agree uk it h this
larger "concept'' of such
pageants. Some women want
other people to think about whs.
loiosc M. %diem
Suzanne Johnson, 20
year-old sophomore ROT('
Cadet, is completing two
years of duty in one year.
She enrolled in the
military program this
ear. along with wren
other women, and let her
squad to top place in
ROT(' drill competition.
LoNi
Coed seen as leading force
in ROTC winning squad
A sophomore coed IA as the &Ring force
behind the ROTC :Act squad that placed
highest in the recent ROTC drill
competition .
Suzanne Johnson. a 20-% ear old 1 itwoln
nati% e, thinks her squad's % ietor% in the
competition may has e been part of the
"noselty " aura that follows a female cadet
leader. "The% may has e °serrated me
because of seeing a woman so forceful out
on the field—which isn't seen too often."
she said.
Johnson has been in ROTC since the
third week of this semester, and she i.
fitting into the mold fairls sseil. %as her
charges.
"It seemed kind of strange at first. and I
didn't think it would work out." said
Robert Kent. a member of her squad.
"After the first night w hen she told us she
wouldn't take any hassles from us, wc
reacted to her just like ansone else as a
squad leader."
Phil Daigle. another member of
Johnson's squad. added things have run
smoothly since she got established. "She's
qualified. she's goi Iiknowi hal siic•s
doing."
Kent said sersing under a female ma%
has c improved the squid's performance in
the comp( tition. felt a little net-sous.
and so did she. We learned our stuff more
thorough's. and I think beeause of her
positiiin, she did too. So e% c went out and
did well." he explained.
"It feels kind of funn%." sass Johnson.
referring to her pi,sitton of leading an
all-male squad. "1 he do respect me and
follow orders, but sonic hesitation comes
out through their actions. I don't mind it
though...
ROI( allowed wimien to enter the cadet
training program for the first time this
year. LI. (ol. Anton May ci sa s the women
are equal to the males academical's.
Johnson is carr% ing extra dut% . since she
is trs mg to complete two sears of studs in
one %ear.
Uhis is the first %car that women base
been admitted to enroll in 1.510's ROTC
program. Forty freshmen enrolled in the.
program this year, and eight of them are
women.
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GSS system of allocating funds remains confusing
by Fran Colton
Every year. students shell out $12 apiece
for an activity fee. EYer wonder how much
all that money comes to and where it goes?
EY cry dime of the S80,000 collected
annually from the activity fee is turned
oyer to the student senate for both the
senate's operating budget and funding for
other student organi/ations and clubs. The
student senate receiyes S15.000 a year for
salaries, scholarship funds, contingencies
and loans, supplies, equipment main-
tenance and conferences.
A new system for allocating the
remaining ShS.000 to the various student
organi/ations was designed in the spring of
14-1 %t hen the method of organi/ing
finances by class sti ucture was dissoly ed.
l•nder the new system. six boards
representing all of the student groups.
make funds requests from the senate. .1-hey
are the Student Acti% nies Board. (SAB) the
Inter-Dorm Board. ilDBI the Off-Campus
Board. tOCHI the Student Seri ices Board.
(SSW. Umyersiti Fraternity Board
UM FBI and the Community. Action Board.
a AB).
I he six boards submit a budget request
to the finance committee and the student
senate each May for the following school
year. 1 be proposed budget for each hoard
is based primarily on the needs of the
standing committees it represents. For
example. standing committees of the SAB
MN Spoiling
include the Distinguished Lecture Series
Committee. Graduation Committee. the
Crafts Center and the Coffee Mose.
A specific group requesting funds must
first go to its representatiYe board for a
request applieation. and onto the finame
kommittee for a recommendation, then to
the General Student Senate for final
approval. If the board turns down a groups
request. it may still appeal to the Finance
Committee, and if again rejected may
" ttr717;t7070;11 •
prettier"
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WILSON ST. BREWER
Tel. 989-3798
Ted O'Mara
make a final attempt at securing funds by
making its request to the senate. Howe% er.
the chances of getting a request granted ny
the senate after rejection by the board and
the finance committee are small, according
to Senate President 1 miKeating.
The new system has not been without
certain organuational problems since its
creation. according to Phil Spaulding.
direction of Abenaki Experimental College
and the Ram's Horn.
"It's not working smoothly yet," he
conceded. "but it takes time. Last spring
thee was a lot of disorganuation. People
still aren't used to the new system."
Spaulding added that the it nfusion was
eildeneed last Ma'. , iihcn spokesmen for
standing committees under eyery hoard
were to submit indi% idual budget requests.
He said that only ht. and Jeltrey
Hollginsw on h. Dt 5 chairman. attended
the meeting for the SAB. Aber submittins.:
requests for their II% 11 committees. thr..
made the requests for the other
committees not present. He satd the
graduation committee budget was cut by
S1.000 at that meeting, because it was
reasoned that the money could he put to
better use, such as the DLS. concerts and
the Student Action Corps.
Senate Vice-president Ted O'Meara
agreed that some confusion existed but
added that the creation of the boards and
the new allocation system has streamlined
senate proceedure.
"One of the biggest problems with this
whole organi/ation is a lack of continuity
O'Meara declared, explaining that many of
the board chairpersons do not haie
enough time as chairmen or as a member
of a board to get the feel of how it works.
"There is a problem with identitiy here.
"O'Meara continued "because people still
identify with the class structure.- He
added. however, that under the old
system, the senate's first reaction to any
problem regarding student orgamiations
was to set up an in% estigative committee,
but now the issues are turned over to the
respectiye boards.
The allocation of funds to student
organi/ations is determined by the
organi/ation's past expenditures. the
number of people involy ed and the number
of people who will benefit from the
proposed activity. senate treasurer Dan
Daigneault explained. Ile added that the
senate tries to budget S"0.(XX) for the
up-coming year. leaving S10.000 for ytra
funds and to pay debts.
-We don't gi‘e mime% to run the
clubs." Daigneault explained. The senate
look, at dues, meinhei ship transportation
needs and fund raising attempts before
deciding how much money it will grant.
Senate rresident 1 on Keating pointed
out that requests from organi/ations for
equipment is rarely approy ed, especially if
equipment is available elsewhere on
campus.
Walt Whitcomb, chairperson of the
UMFB, and a member of the finance
committee. as is every board chairperson,
said that because of the scope and diversity
of the organi/ations. it's difficult to decide
"who gets the money and who doesn't.
You can't help but use different criteria.''
Mike Baker. %ho chairs the IDB,
commented that although hi% committee
meetings are open to the public. it is rare
for an% one outside the board to attend the
rocetings "We ma% not akt avs do the best
thing. but t.- try . We•re ab,%0 s %killing to
listen." he said.
hy boards are not required to submit
expense reports to the senate, but audits
'i list be “hiced if asked for. Next year
the senate plans to require receipts and
reports from all of the boards. however.
Monies which are not used are subtracted
from the next year's budget.
Spaulding said he planned to propose an
increase of the student activity fee to $20.
Jeffrey Hollingsworth
adding that although it is an unpopular
stand for a senator to take. it is necessarY.
" Fhe UMO student budget is not in line
it ith national statistics." he claimed.
Keating said there is sonic discussion
underwai to increase the hi SI per
semester. but :nide(' th...r ani increase
proposal would 'met: ‘k „,I . 11,•ndir
possibk. merger ‘Aith the UN1P •-••.,!,•. as
pripised hi Pres1dt•rit \ rhe
possibilo ot 01...rease s almost
certain. hov,eker. as K.. ating 5,1111 -11 It HAN
like %%(...11 rconialtlic till •Cflat:' fl "I , ar
Meiotic Bar
Neville announces beginning
of funds drive solicitation
President Howard R. tile announced
Tuesdai morning at a press conference
breakfast that university students, faculty.
and employes will he solicited within the
next 30-45 days for contributions to the
$3.5 million fund driie.
He said the driye is "doing yery well-.
although there are no definite figures on
the results of the first two weeks of the
dri% e. "It's on target and we will meet our
goal with those people. we haie contacted
thus far." he continued.
Neville spoke extensiYely on the
Wilde-Stein Club after stipulating his
remarks were off the record.
Responding to recent accusations
directed at the chancellor's office by James
WANT TO GET AWAY?'
YOU CAN GET:
•Air, Sea, Rail Reservations
•Eurail Passes, Single Tours
•Student Summer Tours and More with
no Charge for Service at
Welcome Aboard
Travel of Bangor, Inc.
499 Broadway, Bangor Tel. [2071 947-0153
5/A1 CHISY
RESTAURANT
LUNCHEON AND DINNER
SPECIALS DAILY
COMPLETE TAKEOUT SERVICE
STATE STREET, VEAZIE TEL, 945-6500
1,ffiglc‘. head of the Maine Management
Cost Suryey . that the chancellor
deliberately submits low budget estimates
in order to receiie larger appropriations,
Nei tile stated he "receiy ed no instruct ions
from the chancellor or the board of trustees
to manipulate our budget.-
Referring to 'under budgeting.• Ni". illc
said "Em not sure exactly what is meant by
the term. It's new phraesology to me."
Commenting on the disapproial show it
be some Maine legislators on the
uniiersity 's practice of allow lug the Maine
Public Interest Research Group PIRG) to
tack a yoluntary fee on each student's bill.
ille said he has recetied a few letters
from legislators on the matter, but did not
offer any further statement.
THE PINES
RESTAURANT
Maim Road, Milford
OUR SPRING AND SUMMER HOURS:
Fri. 4-10pm
Sat. 4-10pm
Sun. 11am-9pm
Your Host and Hostess
TOM and GLORIA THORNTON
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Pinter's play 'Old Times'
will debut in Hauck Pit
by Bill Gordon
Harold Pinter. the British playwright
Whose unique world of characters has been
called "Pinter People.- is the author of his
first full-length play Old Times, which will
be presented at UMO this Monday and
Tuesday. Performances will be at 8:1S in.
the Pit Theatre, an intimate little stage
area located under Hauck Auditorium and
accessible through the south-stage door.
Pinter People talk—they don't com-
municate. Their language is evasiye,
self-centered, and a part of their lost
dreams and (in Old Times) their shadowy
pasts.
Directed by J. Michael Hahn, the play's
three characters are a man and wife—
Deeley and Kate—and Anna, the woman
who was Kate's roommate 20 years ago.
They reminisce about their old times and
Childbirth
by Kate Arno
Anna's visit eventually turns into a contest
between herself and Deeley for the
affections of Kate—with some ambiguous
implications. Is it a battle of the sexes, or of
the emotions?
Judith (.'urran, so fine as Blanche in the
Masque's production of Streetcar last fall.
appears as Anna. P. Michael Bourgoin is
husband Deeley and Susan Dunlop. who
has been absent from the Masque for over
a year while studying overseas in Israel, is
the %ife Kate.
Pinter's career, and his writing, has
been elliptical and % ariant the wrote the
screenplay for the excellent Loses film The
Go-Between) and this play had no less a
premiere than by the Royal Shakespeare
Company tin June of 1971) with the
director Feter Hall and a top flight cast that
included Colin Blakey-. Dorothy Jut in
Kate). and Viyien Merchant.
Performing Monday and
Tuesday night as "Pinter People"
in "Old Times- are. l-r. J.
preparation taught in Abenaki
"Today couples are taking a greater
responsibility in the birth of their
children.- claims Jane Schaefer. re-
gistered nurse, mother of three, and
instructor of the Abenaki course
"Preparation for Childbirth" offered this
semester.
Schaefer's course, in its second year at
UMO. focuses on the principles of the
Lamaze method of childbirth, a method
that involves both psychological and
physical techniques. This method employs
principles of education, understanding.
and preliminary. exercises in special
breathing and relazation to prepare a
parent for childbirth.
The Tuesday night sessions are not
given in the usual nritetaking lecture
format of many course.—tt is a practical
experience in child birth preparation for
expectant mothers and their husbands, and
others interested in the method. The
classes were attended by about a dozen
MI II I= I OM II NEI 11 NM I MN II MB I MI I INN
pregnant women, each accompanied by a
husband or friend who after finishing the
course. will act
childbirth.
"We try to be as comprehensive as
possible.- explained Schaefer in describ-
ing the eight-week course. Aspects of
nutrition during and after pregnancy.
physical and mental changes that occur in
parents betore and after birth. family
planning. and the role of the father during
pregnancy are among the topics examined
in the course.
Schaefer says the family doctor must
giye his approval before the expectant
mother is prepared tor labor and delivery
by- the Lamaze method.
-We are trying to build up sour athletic
ability... Schafer said, smiling as she
encouraged mothers doing exercises at
Tuesday's meeting. By explaining the
purpose of the muscles inyolyed in
delivery. Schaefer explaines the yalue of
toning muscles ahead of time so they will Mans couples said the enrolled in the
be "in shape" during and after the course because the\ %anted to experience
I
as her coach during
This is your ke), to unprecedented calculating
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basic four 1+, x, -).
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Registers, and it gives you a -Last X" Register for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
3 It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fxed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point through
out its 200-decade range.
Our HP-35 is the other. It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
Both of these exceptional instruments are on Ispiay now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all
means see and test them
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University Bookstore
University of Maine at Orono
Orono, Me. 04473
207-866-7241
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delivery. The coaches are taught signs to
note in checking if the mothers performs
the exercises properly- during childbirth.
Lamaze deep breathing exercises are
practiced also and participants are
encouraged to practice among themselves
outside the classroom.
Similar courses arc offered by the
Maternal and Child Health Council
(MCHC) of Bangor, which along with the
Orono Health Association, sponsored the
Abenaki course. Scaefer maintains there
are advantages to offering such a course at
the university. however.
"The ad%antage of being
university is being near those who may not
yet be expecting and the single mother
preparing for child birth.- She added that
the university sponsored course "would
reach more people in the Orono-Old Town
area.- The MCHC and the Orono Health
Association also sponsor the Abenaki
course.
near a
8am-5pm Monday-Friday,
Credit cards
9am-4pm Saturdays
honored: Mastercharge. BankAmericard
MB I
Michael Bourgoin as Deeley,
Susan Dunlop as Kate, his wife,
and Judity Curran as Anna.
Rowson photo
course
natural childbirth. but Schaefer is quick to
make a distinction between the Lamaze
method of birth and natural childbirth.
"The Lamaze method involves essentially
the principles of understanding what's
happening and using exercises to help.-
she explains. "Some people think this is
natural. but it's not.
The Lamaze birth method differes from
cons entional hospital deliveries because it
111%01% es less medicine and greater
awareness of and active participation in
what is happening at birth.
Schaefer. a slender. two-time Lamaze
mother with a Master's degree in public
health points out that the course is taught
with professional expertise as well as
experience. Two other course instructors.
Mary Hirsch and Mary Lynn Reid of
Orono. are also Lamaze mothers and are
trained in these methods. Hope Moods, a
registered obstetrical nurse at Eastern
Maine Medical Center and Judy Shepp and
Valerie Carpenter both of Orono are
course assistants.
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Rape lecturer's suggestions could deter attack
"When a woman IS hitchhiking, she
wants to be raped. rig'tt?" asked Frederick
Storaska in his lecture about rape Monday
night. "'WRONG—but this is one of the
many myths our society propagates today.
It's myths like these and other silly fears
that will kill people."
Storaska. a man whose lectures have
been credited with preventing serious
assaults and saving lives in 273
documented cases, spoke to students in a
two and a half hour lecture.
Storaska said that most people visualize
a rapist as a huge. gross male lumbering
toward his victim. "Turn around and look
at him." Storaska advises. "He might be
the handsomest thing on two feet!"
According to Storaska. there are also
many myths surrounding how to protect
yourself should a rapist ataack you. He said
many people consider pens and books as
weapons of defense.
by Barb Manuel
"After you stab him in the cheek and it
doesn't incapacitate him, what do you say?.
Oh. what a cute dimple?" asked the expert
in the study of assaults. "And if you hit
him over the head with a book, and it
doesn't work, do you then ask him if he's
read it?"
Storaska emphasized that no matter
what method a person chooses to defend
herself or himself, it must work.
"In protecting yourself, you are limited
only by your imagination." he said and
recounted a story of a woman whose
imagination saved her. "John and Sally
(fictitious names) were on a date and when
John began making unsolicited advances.
Sally asked him to cool it. Whereupon John
proceeded. making Sally's struggles
useless. Finally, racking her brain as to
how to prevent being raped. she came up
with something...She urinated on him.
MCA director announces
candidacy for House seat
,
&MN libaiimsw
UMO's Maine Christian Association
director. Edwin Hinshaw. has announced
his candidacy for representative to the
Maine legislature for District 77. The
newly created district includes the Orono
side of Webster Island including UMO.
and is boardered by Old Town, and the
Penobscot and Stillwater Rivers.
The chaplain has announced he will
represent students' interests. considering
,41
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Sher explaining she loses control of her
.bladder every time she becomes sexually
excited. Sally was set free by her
date/rapist."
Storaska. a Pennsylvania native who
studied abnormal and social psycology
while at North Carolina State University.
said 35 per cent of all rapes arc by dates. 35
per cent are by acquaintances. and 30 per
cent by complete strangers.
The karate expert claimed the martial
arts are the best way to defend onesself.
but that most people aren't willing to
spend the time to learn them.
He added that the tendency is for women
to scream, cry or faint when they are being
raped. "Fifty per cent of the time this will
work, but the other fifty percent of the
time the women will be either maimed or
killed."
For these reasons Storaska advises
sublimating these instincts and using your
brain. But he admits thinking is hard in a
The eight girls corn-
ppting for Miss LIMO Friday, at 8
p.m. in Hauck Auditorium front, I
to r, Morita Tapley, Shawna
24 Tel. K7 3850
SAT. & SUN.
Matinee at 2:00
himself titith-oriented. "Although I am
older. I see myself as an advocate for
young people. I will be mindful of
students." said Hinshaw.
••I am looking for a large student
registration and vote. The new district
offers to all its citizens a nevi opportunity."
he added. Hinshaw stressed, that
cooperation between education, the local
community, and state government is
essential to the effectiveness of the new
district.
Although he considers himself an
amateur in politics, the chaplain feels his
experience with multi-age groups has
influenced his decision to seek a more
active voice in political affairs. "I hope to
meet all citizens of the district and I intend
to bring a sense of renewed independence.
faith and positive action to a rather clouded
political climate." the candidate said.
If elected, the chaplain will be the first
representative to the new district of 6,000
voters. Of this number. 3.000 are student
voters. Hinshaw is the only announced
candidate so far.
According to Mrs. Rita Fortier, chairman
of the Orono board of voter registration.
students will be eligible to vote by
absentee ballot in the primary on June II
providing the fulfill the three months
residency requirement. The election will
take place Nov. 5.
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high anxiety situation. and gies
alternature courses of action.
METHOD #I: Place your hands on the
attackers face. feighing affection. Then
move your thumbs close to the attackers
eyes, and quickly gouge his eyes out.
METHOD 02: If the attacker grabs you
from behind, gently rub your buttocks
against him, cons incing hitt, you are
agreeable. Then reach around to fondlc‘his
testicles. Once a firm grip is attained
smash them.
In the event that nothing works, Storaska
cautioned struggle will make the
consequences worse for a woman. "The
vagina will be mutilated in the penetration
process if she struggles." he warned.
"because entrance will take place in only 3
to 5 seconds."
Eight years of research n a,saults will
culminate in Storaska's forthcoming book.
to be published later this year.
Barnard, Denise Hill, back row, I
to r, Jaffe Bailey, 'Joan !looter.
Ann Mersereau, Suzanne Boro-
dine, and Sharon Oliver.
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Department of phys ed to sponsor 14 summer sportselinics
The Um% rsity of Maine's department of
physical education and athletics will
sponsor a total of 14 summer youth sports
clinics at the Orono campus from June lb
to Aug. 16. The clinics, for youngsters in
the age range of between 11 and those
entering the 12th grade. will involve nine
sports and athletic training.
Now entering the third summer. the
clinics provide instruction in sports
techniques. encourage proper attitudes in
sportsmanship. teamwork and safety and
permit time to enjoy many of the
recreational facilities available at UMO.
The fee for a resident student is S85 per
week.
One dime, in boys basketball. w ill have
three week-low sessions while boys and
girls swimming and athletic training will
have two week-long sessions. One week
clinics are scheduled in boys baseball, boys
football, boys and girls gymnastics. girls
basketball, boys and girls tennis, boys and
girls track and cross country and girsl fieldSwimmers break seven pool records in
second year of intercollegiate competition
With freestylers Ke%rn Reader, Tim
Babcock and diver Flko Warren leading the
way the UMO varsity swim team broke all
but two school swimming and diving
records during the 1973-74 season just
completed.
Reader, a freshman, set four new school
swimming records and was a member of
three record-setting relay teams. Babcock,
a sophomore. set three new school marks
while Warren. a freshman, set new records
for both the one meter and three meter
diving events and qualified for the NCAA
university division championships in
California.
The Black Bears, in only their second
season of recognized intercollegiate
competition. wound up the season with
eight wins and four losses in dual meets
and finished second in the Yankee
Conference and seventh out of 22 schools
in the New England Intercollegiate
Swimming and Diving Championships.
Others setting new school marks were
freshman Russell Jose. 50-yard freestyle
and 200-yard butterfly; sophomore Tom
Clark. 200-yard individual medley: and
John Wescott. a freshman. 100-yard
breaststroke.
Reader, the Prep School All-American.
set new school records in the 100 and
200-%ard freestyle e‘ents. the 200-yard
backstroke and the 100-yard butterfly. He
joined Mark Fitzpatrick. Jose and Clark in
setting new marks in the 1650 freestyle
relay. the 400-yard freestyle rela% and the
800-yard freestyle relay.
Babcock. who improved greatly toward
the end of the season, set new marks in the
500-vard. 1000-vard and 1650 freestyle
events, all during the 1974 New England
Championships at Brown.
Warren lost only one e‘ent all
season—and that was in the one meter
competition at the New Englands. He won
the three meter diving title at the New
Englands.
UMO swimmers also set seven new pool
records during the 1973-'4 campaign.
Coach Alan Sitzer said he felt the club
had "a terrific season. We need a little
more depth hut I thought the members of
the club really reached a high level of
'competitive ability. I had hoped for a
higher finish in the New Englands but our
people posted excellent times in all
events—they were just beaten by better
times.••
Warren and Reader posted individual
victories in the New England meet.
The club has no seniors an its roster so
the prospects for next season are extremely
bright.
I THE GREAT AMERICAN FOLK WINEGREAT Awl:my/IN DficTFII nrrrp
Pass the Jug. Pour the Jug. Jug-a-lug.
Jug is the Great American Folk Wine. In Apple
or Strawberry Glen. Full of the crisp cold bite offresh-picked country apples or sweet juicy
strawberries.
When you finish a jug of Jug, you can put a
candle or daisies in it for a romantic meal. Or blow
your favorite tune on it.
Enough sell. You want a Great American Poster?Send us just $1.00. Our Great American Poster
measures 24" x 26". Resplendent in full color. 
Complete with painted-on frame.
If you're decorating your room in American
Gothic, it will fit right in. Get yours fasefor a mere$1.00 (no stamps please) before we run out.
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Day students will be charged $50 per
week exclusive of meals which may be
purchased additionally on a da to day
basis. Clinics not meeting minimum
attendance requirements will be cancelled
with two weeks notice and a refund of all
payments.
The clinics. insturetors and age limits
are:
Boys baseball. UMO varsity baseball
coach Jack Butterfield. age 11 to students
entering grade 12. June 16-21; boys
football. UMO varsity coach Walter
Abbott. students entering grades nine
through 12. June 16-21: boys and girls
swimming. UMO varsity swim coach Alan
Switzer. age 12 to students entering grade
12. June 16-21. 23-28; boys and girls
gymnastics. UMO coaches Vivian MC
Kibben and Paul Stoy ell. students entering
grades nine through 12. June 23-28.
Also. bovs basketball. UMO %arsity
coach Tom "Skip- Chappelle. age 12 to
students entering grade 12. June 23-28.
July 7-12. Aug. 11-16: girls basketball.
UMO women's coach Rose Milligan.
students entering grades nine through 12.
June 23-28; athletic training. UMO head
trainer Wesley Jordan. students entering
grades nine through 12. June 23-28 and
July 7-12; boys and girls tennis, coaches to
be announced. age 12 to students entering
grade 12. July 21-26.
Also. boys and girls track and cross
country. UMO cross cuntry coach Jim
Ballinger and track coach Edmund Stvrna.
students entering grades nine through 12.
July 21-26; and girls field hockey. UMO fie]
hockey coach Janet Anderson. students
entering grades nine through 12. Aug.
11-16.
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Sports 
Intramural Basketball
Sigma Chi defeats Gannett
63-58; faceYork Sunday
Last night Sigma Chi earned the right to
face the York Independents in Sunday
night's campus championship game as
they defeated a stubborn Gannett 4A team.
By the luck of the draw. the York
Independents (15-1). of the Independent
division, drew the first-round bye.
In the finals of the fraternity A division
tournament. Sigma Chi. regular season
American league champion. narrowly
defeated Sigm Nu. National league
champion, 65-61. In a game that was close
all the way. Sigma Nu had a chance to tie
the score with 10 seconds left in the game.
but Bill Sproul blocked the Sigma Nu shot
and Sigma Chi scored a final basket to
make the four-point difference.
Leading scorers for Sigma Chi were John
Miller. with 28 points. and Jim Thomas.
et ith It. For Sigma Nu. Martin role% had
21 pelints and Rod Dutnont. 14.
Sigma ('hi defeated Phi Etta Kappa.
5--56. and Tau Kappa Epsilon. 59-49. and
Sigma Nu defeated Alpha Tau Omega.
'6-60, and Phi Mu Delta. 68-4. to reach
the fraternity A division finals.
Gannett 4A continued its undefeated
way. extending its record to 16-0 with four
wins on the as to the dormitory division
tournament championship. In the finals.
Gannett 4A defeated Oak A. 56-49. Terry
Kenniston and Jim Langford. with 24
points each, led the scoring for Gannett
4A. Milt Hadley scored 26 points for Oak
A.
In its bid for the championship. Gannett
4A defeated two previously unbeaten
teams. Gannett 4B. 67-53. and Corbett 3S.
68-59. They also defeated Chadbourne.
54-50.
Oak A reached the finals by beating
three previously unbeaten teams. Gannett
2SA. 48-44, Gannett 1SB, 54-46. and
Sommerset 3&4. 44-39. They also defeated
Gannett INA in the opening round. 37-32.
The York Independents knocked off
Harriman's Hackers for the independent
division championship. 54-42.
Doug Shaffer. with 13 points. and Troy
Clark and Eric Stokholm. with 12 points
each. led the balanced scoring attack of the
Independents. Bob DePew. of the Hackers.
was the game's leading scorer with 22
points.
The Educators. 52-46, and the
Angiosperms. 84-55. also fell victim of the
York team. Ilarrimaii•s Hackers beat the
Defenders, 47-41. to get to the finals.
In last night's game the leading scorers
for Sigma Chi were Barry Sheehan with 19.
Bil; Sproul IS. and John Miller 13. While
Terry- Kenmston had the hot hand for
Gannett as he was the top scorer in the
game with 33 points.
At one point in the second half Sigma
Chi was up by 10. but Gannett behind the
hot shooting of Kenniston. came back to tie.
the score with 1:25 remaining. But with :40
seconds to pla% Barry Sheehan hit a lay-up
and was fouled. Sheehan made the free
throw to put the game out of reach.
Sunday night's championship game
bete% een York and Sigma Chi is scheduled
to begin at 7 p.m.
Soccer team preparing for
spring practice sessions
The. t '%10 soccer team. which had their
best-es r record of last fall, is
preparing to begin spring practice.
Originally. a scrimmage had been
scheduled for Saturday March lb against
Thomas College of Waterville. but cold
weather and an unexpected snowfall forced
the game's annulment. Last Tuesday.
members of last falls treshman and % arsity
soccer teams, seniors exclusive. collected
their practice uniforms and equipment.
Coach Paul Stoyell said that if the
ground is dry, he would like to start
practice on Tuesday or Wednesday of the
week betore eacation. He plans on holding
no mote than three or four practices w eckly
and he estimates that four weeks or
post -% acation practice w ill he a maximum
The team, he said. shill have at most. 15
outdoor practice sessions.
Stoyell also said that he would like to
have scrimmages with other colleges every
Saturday. Thus far. UMO has tentatively
scheduled. Thomas. Husson. and UM at
Presque Isle, Other possible spring
opponets will be UM at Portland-Gorham.
Ricker. and Maine Maritime Academy.
According to Coach Stoyell. the main
reason for holding spring practice, which
consists only of loosining up exercises and
inter-squad scrimmages. is for the k -ouch to
"get a good look at the freshman and to see
how the tom i% shaping up for next year.-
The experienced % arsity players are
practicing primarily to enjoy themselves
and to get in sonie paying time.
NOW ON DISPLAY
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He swaps books, not beers, on Mill St.
When most university students head down
Mill Street in Orono. they usually have their
eyes focused on Pat's or Gambino's. The
majority never notice the small establishment
on the corner of Mill and Main. which also
serves to satisfy appetities of a different
nature—the Exchange Book Store.
The idea behind the store, according to
owner and operator Bill Weete, is to give
people a place to buy and trade used books at a
low cost. He deals mostly in leisure-reading
paperback—fiction. mystery, westerns—and
antiquarian books. the latter reflecting a
personal interest.
The general exchange policy is "essentially
two for one". according to the owner, because
paperbacks are sold for half-price. Hardcover
books are priced separately for about 75 cents
to a dollar. Weete also takes into consideration
the condition an the popularity of the book.
"I can't really afford to pay much cash for
books." said Weete. "so I prefer .that people
trade. Of course. if someone was clearing off
his shelves and wanted to get rid of a lot of
books. I'd probably buy them.
"I originally wanted to deal in antiquarian
books." commented Weete. 'but there's not
much of a market in this area." He does use the
store, however, as a place from which to
conduct business with other dealers in
antiquarian books. In the near future Weete
also hopes to start a mail-order business with
Gary Menchen. another dealer.
The Exchange Book Store got its start in
October. 1971. with an initial stock of 3.000
books. Most of these were acquired from
individuals as the result of ads run in local
papers. Weete's ideas for establishing the
store were acquired from talking to owners of
book exchanges in his former hometown of
Houston. Texas.
Until Nov. 17. 1973. the exchange was open
six days a week, five and one-half hours a day.
Now it is open only on Saturdays from 10:30
a  m to 5:30 p.m. "The change is due to a
number of things.* explained the native Texan.
"November is a slack month for business and it
wasn't justifiable to have someone stay here
during the day. The girl who worked here was
going to school and she needed the time to
by Lisa Hal% omen
study.- Weete added. find that most of my
regular customers can come in on Saturdays. so
I'm really not losing any business.**
Most of his customers are housewives and
retired people who live in the area, although
students from the university do drop in
occasionally. Weete explained that "it (the
exchange store) is not really a student-oriented
business. Most of them just don't have the time
for leisure readng." He emphasized the fact
that most of his reading material is what he
considers 'escape literature* or light reading.
He does not deal in student textbooks.
Weete also maintains a credit file for his
regular customers. If they bring in more books
than they trade for he records the difference on
an index card. The amount is credited towards
their next trade or purchase at the store.
Though the exchange book store is
semi
-profitable, as well as an enjoyable
pastime. the University of Houston graduate
does not rely on its profits as a major source of
income. 'I couldn't live off the proceeds." he
commented. "but it's a good hobby... .and
that's all it is. When I came here three years
ago. I had had no business experience. Now
this has grown to be a part of me. It's almost an
ego-thing. If it closes, its almost as if I've
failed."
During the week Weete works as a book
manager at the University of Maine book store.
